Global Recordings Network UK... Open Day
Recently we had an “Open Day” to promote our work to existing and potential new prayer
partners and supporters. We wanted to celebrate three things. The 75 years since Global
Recordings was founded, our name change from Language Recordings UK to Global Recordings Network UK and to show people our new office here at the Clare Charity Centre in
Saunderton.
The day was well attended by many local
friends and some who travelled from
other parts of the UK. The event was
aimed at showing people the work of our
unique mission, our resourses and materials which we have available. It was great
to be able to explain in detail what our
Mission is about.
We shared the history of the work and
showed how it had grown over the years
with many offices around the world.
Kenny spoke about the vision of our work of “Telling The Story of Jesus in Every Language”
and showed short video clips of our recording teams in action in many different countries.
He shared about the work in the UK and the
recording and distribution projects that have
been done and of those in planning. We wanted
to encourage people to be involved in whatever
way was good for them.
We told stories of our recording and distribution trips to many countries in Europe and beyond to give them a wider perspective of the
work of GRN.
It was a great time of fellowship and after a light lunch we took small groups upstairs to our

new office. We demonstrated the CD/DVD copying and downloading facility etc.

Kenny explained the recording and editing process and how the new recording programs are
produced. We shared about the use of the Internet and mobile phone technology to reach
people in their own language and where ever they are in the world.
In all it was a great day and we want to thank all who came and for those who prayed and
supported this celebration and promotion event. We Praise the Lord for the privilege of
being involved in this amazing work of Global Recordings Network worldwide.
Thank you for all of you who play your part.
God Bless you.
Kenny McKee.
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